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LONDON ICE MARKET

Posición último dif alto bajo cierre Posición último dif alto bajo cierre

JUL20 1134 -16 1154 1123 1150 JUL20 94,60 -1,65 97,05 94,45 96,25

SEP20 1163 -19 1186 1153 1182 SEP20 96,60 -1,55 98,90 96,35 98,15

NOV20 1183 -17 1204 1173 1200 DEC20 98,70 -1,60 101,05 98,50 100,30

JAN21 1204 -17 1223 1195 1221 MAR21 100,80 -1,60 103,05 100,60 102,40
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NUEVA YORKLONDRES

London ICE:

Support: 1145-1110
Resistances: 1190, 1255 & 1345

New York ICE:

Supports: 96,00 & 93,50
Resistances: 104,00, 111,50, 116,75 & 123,25
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OTHERS

DEMAND / INDUSTRY

BRAZIL

VIETNAM

CENTRAL AMERICA / COLOMBIA

Farmers are all working and moving ahead with the harvest. Lower NY and lower dollar forced price in BRL lower and this gave a support to farmers to decide to

focus on the harvest and as well on delivering the coffee sold previously as their average price is above R$500,00. The only place where better volumes of
business were found was in Zona da Mata, which is normal for this area as they usually sell less prior to harvest period.

Selling from Brazil has slowed down as further devaluation of the currency is expected due to the central bank cuts of the interest rate. In addition, this year
producers in Brazil are expecting to store 10 to 13 million bags waiting for better prices, with the help of record funds available through Funcafe program. With

these loans, farmers will cover up the cost of fertilizers and harvest. According with Safras & Mercado, 30% of the current crop has been already sold.

Shipments of premium-quality coffee beans fell to 429,620 bags in May from 679,553 bags a year earlier, as reported by export group CeCafe. The drop reflects
a lower harvest in 2019 and a decline in the consumption at coffee shops and restaurants overseas, Vanusia Nogueira, director at the Brazil Specialty Coffee

Association, said.

Many independent forecasters have indicated that internal Brazil Coffee Stocks are relatively low at the end of the current season with the USDA estimating July

2019 to June 2020 end coffee stocks at 1,373,000 bags heading into this new biennially bearing larger Brazil bumper crop for the July 2020 to June 2021 Arabica
coffee year. This would indicate that the boost in internal coffee stocks to come, from this crop which harvest is currently underway, will be necessary to fuel

supplies into consumer markets as well as supplement Brazil’s strong internal coffee consumption heading into the next biennial bearing lower crop to come in
the July 2021 to June 2022 coffee year to follow. The 2020/2021 Brazil coffee crop is currently underway and apart from a few light showers reported over a few
specific areas, conditions are otherwise considered normal for this time of year and remain good for harvesting.

Growers in the largest Robusta-coffee producing state probably collected as much as 50% of the projected production, University of Sao Paulo research arm

Cepea said in a report. Some isolated cases of labor scarcity for harvesting were registered, while some farmers opted to hire less workers to reduce coronavirus
risk, slowing the harvest pace y/y. Some farmers reported crops declines of 20% to 30% y/y because of adverse weather conditions and tree deterioration after

two straight years of high production. For arabica coffee, harvesting has accelerated, mainly in the areas with automation.

According to the Bloomberg FX Scorecard, the BRL has seen the largest improvement on said scorecard over the past 9 weeks. Even though the USD/BRL

extended its rising streak to a fifth day on Tuesday, indicators suggest the pair won’t revisit the highs of May, in spite of Coronavirus wreaking havoc in the
nation. The BRL has been boosted by a rapid improvement in Brazil’s terms of trade since the end of April, the currency is also less vulnerable after structural

positions got blown out in May’s volatility window.

Given the good levels of rainfall in Vietnam in the past two weeks as the rainy season now gets underway, previous concerns surrounding the extended dry

period that exhausted water reservoirs and limited levels of irrigation for coffee trees will be less of a concern following the rainfall. Indeed, crop vegetation
density data sourced from Refintiv gives an indication of the recovery of crops since the beginning of the month. The data shows that the density of crop

vegetation as of 1st June is essentially in line with levels last year and in fact, readings show that levels since mid-May have been significantly higher Y/Y and the
twenty year median values, suggesting a strong positive response from crops in the region to the delayed rains.

Coffee farmers and buying agencies in Vietnam probably held 22% of the 2019-20 crop in their stocks through end-May, according to the median estimate of 12
analysts and traders surveyed by Bloomberg News. Compares with 25% a year earlier. Ho Chi Minh City-area warehouses probably held 286,000 tons of coffee

as of May 31th. Most respondents are not concerned about supply shortages for exports before new harvest starts. Harvest season usually begins in October.

The labor alarm bells are ringing in Central America, where harvests rely on migrant labor. Weakening currencies help cushion the blow for growers in the

region, but the Brazilian real has tumbled even more, making the top coffee nation even more competitive. Brazil’s more mechanized industry is also less
exposed to labor disruptions. While tapping pools of local labor has allowed smaller growers to deal with regional lockdowns and maintain output, hidden behind

that success are some worrying signs. Using friends and neighbors as pickers won’t work when larger producers begin Colombia’s main harvest in
September: There are simply not enough locals to get the job done.

Like Colombia, Costa Rica is looking to use pools of locals who have lost their jobs to harvest its mainly premium beans. Normally, growers rely on pickers from
neighboring Nicaragua, but the two countries have traded barbs over measures to fight contagion, with Costa Rica criticizing Nicaragua’s lax response.

Nicaraguan labor probably won’t be available this season amid fears of a second wave, said Xinia Chaves, who heads the Costa Rican Coffee Institute, which is
helping develop social distancing and tracing protocols. While bumper crops in coffee heavyweight Brazil mean there is plenty of supply, exports from

Colombia, Guatemala, El Salvador, Costa Rica and Honduras are all down amid lower demand and logistical delays.

The next coffee auction in Kenya will occur mid-July. May has been a dry month and this has helped the harvesting and drying of coffee cherries for the fly

crop. This is important as the climate has become increasingly volatile; climate change has really come to the forefront in Kenyan coffee production over the last
2 years. Rainfall has dramatically increased and more importantly, has become more erratic. The unpredictably of when it will rain and in what quantity is a big

challenge for coffee farmers. Periodic flooding has become commonplace and this has led to new challenges for farmers who need a new set of tools to deal with
them. The industry expects a favorable fly crop in terms of both quality and quantity. However, flowering for the main crop was not very good so time will tell
what effect this might have in the following months.

Brazil retail coffee sales drop 10% y/y during lockdown. The drop reflects the volume of coffee sold in the retail market between March 23 and May 3
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1,12231 1,12614 1,12113

This report is a marketing communication and has not been prepared in accordance with legal requirements designed to promote the independence of investment research; and is not subject to any prohibition on dealing ahead of the dissemination of 

investment research.

The information in this report is provided solely for informational purposes and should not be regarded as a recommendation to buy, sell or otherwise deal in any particular investment. Private customers should not invest in these products unless they 

are satisfied that the products are suitable for them and have sought professional advice. All information in this report is obtained from sources believed to be reliable and we make no representation as to its completeness or accuracy. The information 

may have been acted upon by us for our own purposes and has not been procured for the exclusive benefit of customers.
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ADDITIONAL COMMENTS

€/US$ rate

EUR/USD Euro/US Dollar

QUOTATION EURO / US DOLLAR

At least 20 Indian soldiers died as a result of Monday’s clash with Chinese forces along the Himalayan border, making it the deadliest incident between the two

nations in 40 years. China said it had casualties too. Both sought a return to dialogue.

Risk assets took a breath amid geopolitical tensions and the resurgence of the virus, after Florida saw new cases jump 3.6%. Dollar was steady.

Angela Merkel expects the EU to agree on a recovery plan in July. EU leaders will hold a video conference on June 19th to debate the proposal, which would

make as much as 500 billion euros in grants and 250 billion euros in concessional loans available to member states most affected by the pandemic.

Brazil retail coffee sales drop 10% y/y during lockdown. The drop reflects the volume of coffee sold in the retail market between March 23 and May 3

compared with the same year-ago period, according to analytics firm Nielsen. Nielsen data include coffee sales in supermarkets and other retail channels linked
to home consumption; they exclude sales in restaurants, cafeterias. From May 25-31, sales of ground coffee in Brazil rose 14.7% from a week earlier. In Brazil,

most ground coffee is consumed at home and in-home consumption represents about 70% of the coffee sold.

McDonald's reported largely upbeat May same-store sales data on Tuesday, showing trends in the U.S. are especially strong, following a pattern we've seen

from commentary elsewhere in the industry. Indeed, Americans are literally putting their money where their mouth is: Last month, nearly half said they would be
willing to dine in at a restaurant in June, and it seems that many have followed through -- or at least visited their favorite drive-through.

Yet while trends are on the upswing, investors would do well to remember that it's too soon to assume it will be business as usual for the sector.

Indeed, we've already seen numerous companies -- including McDonald's today -- say that consumers really aren't showing up for breakfast, a factor that sliced
into Starbucks' full-year earnings outlook. That makes intuitive sense: While people might be eager to meet a friend or tap out of cooking for lunch or dinner,

it's much more effort to leave the house first thing in the morning if you don't have to. With so many employees out of work or working remotely, the habits and
timesaving incentives to buy coffee or food in the morning are gone.

Uber Eats recorded a 149% increase in coffee orders via its app during the lockdown period. The company’s internal data for the period from 23 March 2020 to
1 June 2020 showed a huge spike in demand for delivered, prepared coffee. Latte was the most popular coffee variety ordered, followed iced latte and

cappuccino. Mocha frappe latte, Starbucks Iced Caramel Macchiato and Starbucks Caramel Frappuccino were also popular.

After a period of continued drawdowns, ICE Certs rose Tuesday by 2,874 bags to 1,670,504 bags in exchange approved warehouses. There were 47,890
bags pending grading. From a gross perspective, there were 4,169 bags added in Antwerp, whilst 1,295 bags were drawn in Hamburg/Bremen. GCA US stocks

rose by 300,253 bags to 6,818,120 (13.5% larger than last year’s increase). Major increases in Savannah 93,289 and NY 86,298 bags.

China is accelerating containment measures in Beijing, lifting its emergency response to level two and requiring a negative coronavirus test before

leaving the city. All schools have been ordered to close, restrictions were imposed on visits to all residential communities and more than 1,200 flights in and out
of the city were canceled. 31 new COVID-19 cases were reported on Wednesday, taking the total number of infections to 137, while cases linked to the Beijing

cluster have already been reported in two provinces in China's northern region.

As per Rabobank, Coffee arbitrage, at USc 42/lb, looks a little high, given the shift in demand toward robustas. We expect a recovery in robusta prices

which should result in a smaller arbitrage, possibly below USc 30/lb.
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